ABSTRACT: Molecular dynamics simulations are used to study water transport through nanopores with highly polar rims formed in atomically thin membranes, where the partial charges are determined by the types of atoms and chemical groups attached at the nanopore rims. Our simulations reveal that the dynamics of water passing through nanopores can be dramatically affected by its Coulomb coupling with the nanopore rims. Highly polar rims, especially with negatively charged edge atoms, can transiently bind neighboring waters by hydrogen bonds and help them pass through the nanopores, which can increase the effective cross-sections of nanopores for passing water. On the other hand, strong binding of water to the rims can block its transport through the nanopores. These observations can be implemented in designs of synthetic nanopores with a controllable molecular transport.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a modern society, population growth, pollution of the environment, and industrialization cause water shortage.1 The fast and efficient gain of fresh water becomes crucial in addressing the developing water crisis.2 Atomically thin membranes, possessing remarkable mechanical properties, energy efficiency, and environmentally friendly merit, have a huge application prospect in desalination.3 In recent years, atomically thin membranes based on nanoporous graphene and related two-dimensional (2D) materials were thoroughly investigated.4–7 Such ultrathin membranes can be designed to be used in water desalination,6–14 water cleaning,15 and ion separation.4,16–20 The passage rates of molecular species through synthetic nanopores are affected by many parameters, such as the size, shape, polarity, and overall topology of nanopores. For example, charged and polar chemical groups attached to nanopores can affect the passage rates of ions4 and polar molecules.21–25 In particular, charged residues attached to carbon nanotubes (CNTs) can suppress water flow, since polar water molecules can be subjected to larger frictions with functionalized CNT walls.21,23 Partial atomic charges present in boron-nitride nanotubes can also block water slippage,24 which can result in about a 3-fold larger friction coefficient on boron-nitride sheet compared to graphene.26

In contrast to nanotubes, atomically thin nanoporous membranes interact with water molecules only over short passage distances. Moreover, water molecules passing ultrathin nanoporous membranes do not form relatively stable chains as in carbon nanotubes.5 Partial atomic charges potentially present at membrane rims can change water passage through the membranes,22,27 but no studies have systematically explored the roles played by large rim charges in water transport across the membrane,28 so the underlying mechanisms are not very clear. However, this knowledge is necessary for guiding industrial desalination and water cleaning. To systematically investigate such phenomena, we use molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to study water transport through atomically thin nanopores with highly polar rims.

II. MODEL AND METHOD

The simulated system formed by a nanoporous membrane and two separated water reservoirs29 is shown in Figure S1e in the Supporting Information. During the simulations, two sliding but otherwise rigid graphene pistons maintain constant pressures of 100 and 0.1 MPa in the left (feed) and right (permeate) reservoirs, respectively,6,8,28 which induces a water flow from the left to the right reservoirs. A constant pressure difference between the two sides of the membrane is generated by applying a constant external force (f oriented in the z-direction) on each atom of the graphene pistons.29 This generates on each side of the membrane a pressure of \(\Delta P = nf/A\) (feed: 100 MPa, permeate: 0.1 MPa), where \(n\) is the number of C atoms in each piston (448 C) and \(A\) is the piston area (3.47 \(\times\) 3.51 nm\(^2\)). The exerted constant external forces on each atom of the left and right side pistons are \(f = 2.147 \times 10^{-12}\) and \(2.147 \times 10^{-15}\) N, respectively. Such a hydrostatic pressure algorithm can achieve constant pressure and induce steady-state flow in low-temperature argon liquid30,31 and near room-temperature water liquid.32 This and other methods have
been widely used in nonequilibrium molecular dynamics simulations.\textsuperscript{6,4,33–35}

The MD simulations are carried out with Gromacs2016.3,\textsuperscript{36} where water is modeled using the TIP4P potential\textsuperscript{37} (see Table S1). The van der Waals (vdW) interactions and short-range repulsions between i and j atoms are modeled by Lennard-Jones (LJ) interactions with a cutoff of 1.4 nm and evaluated by the Lorentz–Berthelot rules, $\varepsilon_{ij} = (\varepsilon_i \varepsilon_j)^{1/2}$ and $\sigma_{ij} = (\sigma_i + \sigma_j)/2$, where $\varepsilon_{ij}$ is the effective well depths and $\sigma_{ij}$ is the minima positions. The electrostatic interactions are evaluated by the particle-mesh Ewald method\textsuperscript{38} with a grid spacing of 0.12 nm. The simulations are carried in an NVT ensemble with periodic boundary conditions imposed. Initially, the systems are energy minimized, using the steepest descent method, and thermalized at $T = 298$ K. A velocity-rescale\textsuperscript{39} thermostat was used to remove the excess heat to keep a kinetic constant temperature. Although this thermostat is not Galilean-invariant, it can be used in nonequilibrium water transport (see the Supporting Information).\textsuperscript{40} Each system is independently simulated three times for 20 ns with a time step of 1 fs. The results are visualized using Visual Molecular Dynamics.\textsuperscript{41} The average velocity of water and the number of hydrogen bonds among water molecules along the z-direction are calculated by an in-house code (see the Supporting Information for details).

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

First, we simulate the water flow through fluoride- and hydrogen-passivated nanopores formed in graphene, called F-pore and H-pore, respectively, shown in Figure 1a,b. The geometric diameters of the F-pore and H-pore are 0.757 and 0.804 nm, respectively. The larger vdW radius of the F atom leads to a smaller effective cross-section for water passage than in the H-pore (Figure S2b,c). More water molecules can enter into the unpolarized H-pore than the F-pore under the same pressure (Figure S2a) and pass the membrane. In the polar pores the situation is very different. In the polar F-pore, the water flux dramatically increases. However, in the polar H-pore, the water flow is slightly decreased. Therefore, the polar F- and H-pores of different sizes provide a similar water flux, which indicates that the partial atomic charges at their rims have a great influence on this water transport. Our results are consistent with previous works for the weakly charged graphene pores.\textsuperscript{34,35} Better understanding of these charge effects on water passage can promote applications in desalination\textsuperscript{6,10,28,33} and water purification,\textsuperscript{43,44} using molybdenum disulfide\textsuperscript{36} and boron-nitride\textsuperscript{37} membranes.

FIGURE 1. (a) F-pore. (b) H-pore. (c) The water flux through F- and H-pores with and without charge.

To understand how the water flow can be affected by large charges present at nanopores rims, we simulate next a water flow through triangular nanopores formed in hexagonal boron-nitride-type membranes with model atomic charges. The model charges of B-type and N-type atoms are varied in a range of $|q| = 0–1$ e/atom (Table S1), but their LJ parameters are used as in boron and nitrogen atoms, respectively.\textsuperscript{28,45} The triangular nanopores\textsuperscript{46} are terminated by negatively or positively (Figure 2b inset) charged atoms and classified according to the number of terminal atoms on each of their sides (N4, N5, B4, B5, ...). Since these pores are charged (even removal of equally charged atoms, shown in the Supporting Information), the membranes are neutralized by discharging some atoms at the membrane periphery.

FIGURE 2. Water fluxes passing through fixed and flexible nanopores in (a) N5 and (b) B5 nanopores with a different polarity.
water molecules across the pore per unit time. In general, fluxes across the flexible nanoporous membranes are larger than those across the corresponding fixed membranes, especially for smaller nanopores and larger atomic charges. Figure 2a shows that the water flux through the negatively charged N5 pores first grows with the increasing atomic charges, reaches a maximum at charges of the nitrogen atoms $q = -0.4$ and $-0.6$ e/atom for the fixed and flexible membranes, respectively, and then drops again. A similar trend can be observed in the N4 pores (Figure S4a). The maximum flux in the negatively charged N5 pores is about twice larger than in the neutral pores. In contrast, in positively charged B5 pores,
the flux increases only at high charging in flexible pores, as shown in Figure 2b. These results match similar trends observed in the F- and H-pores, where only the negative charging increases the water flux (see Figure 1c).

More simulations have been done with different pressure differences (Figure S5), but the charge has a similar effect on water transport at high pressures. One important metric for the performance of a membrane is a permeability, 

\[ P_\text{w} = \frac{F_\text{w} M_\text{w}}{N_0 \Delta \rho N_0}, \]

where \( N_0 \) is the Avogadro constant, \( F_\text{w} \) is the water flux, \( M_\text{w} \) is the molecular weight of water, \( A \) is the effective area of the membrane estimated by assuming that the porosity of the membrane is 10%, and \( \Delta \rho \) is the pressure difference. Based on the steady-state flow obtained in different pores at the standard pressure difference (Figure S3) at simulation times from 2 to 12 ns, \( P_\text{w} \) is calculated and shown in Figure S6. There is a local maximum seen in \( P_\text{w} \) at large negative charges, while \( P_\text{w} \) keeps slowly growing at large positive charges, in contrast to earlier studies.\(^{34,35}\) These results summarize the data obtained in Figure 2, revealing that larger crosssections for passing waters could be seen in pores with negatively medium-charged rims.

To clarify more these observations, we need to perform further analysis of the conditions present within the nanopores. In general, a molecular flux through a pore is determined by a product of a fluid average density \( (\rho) \), average velocity \( (v) \) in the pore, and the pore effective cross-section \( (\sigma) \). When the passing molecules are polar, all of these properties can be controlled to some extent by the charge at the pore rim. Figure 3a displays the average \( \rho \) for water along the \( z \)-axis going through a fixed N5 pore. When the partial charges grow, the pores become more hydrophilic and \( \rho \) within the pores slightly increases.\(^{37-49}\) Figure 3c shows that \( \nu \) averaged over these pores grows until \(|q| \approx 0.4 \) e/atom and then it sharply decreases. A similar situation is present in the fixed B5 pore, as shown in Figure 3b,d. However, here, the average \( \nu \) does not have a maximum at medium pore charges, like in the fixed N5 pore.

Our simulations reveal that the coupling of water to the rim can change the effective cross-section \( \sigma \) of the nanopore (Figure 4). To quantify this coupling, we calculate the Coulomb interaction energy \( (E_{w-m}) \) between water molecules and fixed membrane atoms near the pore (Figure S8). In Figure 5a,b, the calculated average number of hydrogen bonds between waters (per water molecule) is provided as a function of \( z \) coordinate passing through the pore. Note that during the pore passage, water molecules first need to break their hydrogen bonds with bulk water, before being able to pass.\(^{35,50}\) For the N5 pore with a low negative charging, \( E_{w-m} \) (Figure S8) is too small to cause many water molecules to be simultaneously caught by the nanopore (Figure 3a). However, the affinity between hydrogen atoms of water molecules and negative charges of the pore rim suppresses the number of hydrogen bonds present in water around the pore (Figure 5a). For N5 pores with a large enough negative charging, more fluctuating hydrogen atoms of water molecules can be caught by the rim (Figure S8). Therefore, \( \sigma \) also increases (Figure 4a–c). These partly trapped waters tend to pass through the pore with a larger effective cross-section by a rotation dynamics. When the rim atoms are more polar \((q > -0.6)\), stronger Coulomb forces (Figure S8) draw water close to the pore edge, resulting in smaller \( \sigma \) (Figure 4d).

In contrast, the positive charges on the rim atoms impede the hydrogens of water molecules from entering into the pore and slightly increase the number of hydrogen bonds after water molecules flip into the pore region (Figure 5b). At the same time, the oxygen atoms of water can be caught only at a smaller
distance (middle water atom), which is not associated with a significant increase of the pore cross-section (Figure S7). When the rim atoms are more positively charged, stronger Coulomb attraction (Figure S8) takes water molecules from bulk into the pore region while breaking many hydrogen bonds (Figure 5b). This, in principle, can block the pore, so the flux should decrease. However, due to the presence of negatively charged neighboring atoms, the blocking is not so obvious (Figure 2b) like in the case of opposite charging. However, this water catching can be increased in flexible pores.

The transmembrane water passage can be nicely illustrated on trajectories of a few randomly selected oxygen atoms of water molecules that flip into the pore center. Figure 6 shows randomly selected oxygen atom trajectories for the fixed N5 pore. Note that the region between the red lines is the volume excluded by the ultrathin membrane to form a short transport channel. The water molecule first flips into the channel and then completes its passage. Some water molecules will come back to the feed side and do not complete their passage. Figure 7 shows the total number of water molecules flipping into the channel (N wt), the number of water molecules passing through the nanopore to the permeate side (N wp), the number of water molecules that come back to the feed side (N wr), and the transmembrane probability (P T) defined as P T = N wp / N wt at the first 10 ns (steady-state flow). Interestingly, in N5 about half of the water molecules entering into the channel return to the feed side. Over there, the N wt, N wp, N wr, and P T values are all initially proportional to the charge and begin to decrease at |q| = 0.5 e/atom (Figure 7a). In B5 the N wt, N wp, and N wr values slightly decrease as the rim positive charge increases (|q| ≤ 0.5 e/atom), but at larger charges N wt and N wp quickly increase. However, N wr keeps constant at large charges, while P T always drops at large charges.

To better understand the water passage dynamics, the dipole orientations of water molecules inside the channel between the feed bulk and membrane (the inset in Figure 5c) are studied at different rim polarities. Here, (θ) is defined as the angle between a water dipole (oxygen atom to the center of two hydrogen atoms) and the z-direction. Unlike carbon nanotubes, where water dipole orientations have special values,51 (θ) in our simulations mostly ranges from 0 to 180°, with two peaks around 60 and 130° for the unpolarized fixed N5 and B5 pores (Figure 5c,d). This means that water molecules frequently flip in the nanopores. Since the center of mass of a water molecule is mostly localized on its oxygen atom, the hydrogen atoms in water molecules tend to rotate fast around it and they are more likely to enter nanopores.35 The behavior of water molecules is very sensitive to the presence of Coulomb forces in such a short channel. For convenience, we define 0 < (θ) < 90° as +dipole states and the angles larger than that but smaller than 180° are set as −dipole states.51 Figure 5c shows that water molecules prefer +dipole states with the increasing negative rim charges. This forward rotation can increase a water velocity when the charge is small. Moreover, more water molecules can enter into the channel per unit time. Waters gaining enough kinetic energy (Figure 3c) have higher passage rates (Figure 7a). If the charge is too large, stronger Coulomb forces will hold water around the pore edge and hinder them from passing through the membrane.

On the contrary, positive charges change the dipole orientation from +dipole states to −dipole states. This reversed water orientation to the −z-direction can slow down the passage of water molecules for a weak rim charging (Figure 3d). A small kinetic energy of water makes it more difficult to overcome the energy barrier (Figure 7b), which is causing the water flux to decline. For rims with a larger positive charging, the strong Coulomb coupling between water molecules and the rim atoms largely prevents water from permeating through the pore, but it does not entirely block the pore. Since more water molecules are at the same time attracted by the strong interaction, most
water come back to the feed side (Figure 7b). Thus, the water flux almost stays constant for high charging of the rim.

In Figures 2 and S4, a larger water flux is found across flexible pores, which can catch more waters (Table 1). Although most

of the waters are released back to the feed reservoir, resulting in a low water transmembrane probability, more water molecules permeate through the membrane than through the fixed pores (Table 1). Moreover, the membrane fluctuations result in effective increasing of the pore size, since the pore edge atoms are not in the same plane (Figure S9 and Table S2). The pore sizes were evaluated by using the Multiwfn software.52 With increasing partial atomic charges, the conformational change of the membrane structure in the solution becomes more and more obvious (Figure S9), changing the ultrathin pore from a plane to a three-dimensional irregular conical cavity (Figure S10). This structural change is beneficial for more water molecules passing through the flexible pore. Figure S11 shows that water density within the flexible BS and NS pores is higher than within the same fixed pores. Moreover, the stability of hydrogen bonds around water molecules in tubular channels is better than within single-layer nanoporous membranes.5 Interstingly, in more polar flexible pores, no significant breaking of hydrogen bonds occurs when water molecules pass across the irregular conical cavity (Figure S12). Thus, water molecules can relatively smoothly pass through the flexible pore.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, using MD simulations, we have studied water transport through nanopores with highly polar rims. We found that the rim charges can significantly modify the effective pore cross-sections and water fluxes, so that the behavior of water can be very sensitive to Coulomb forces acting in such a short channel. The simulations also demonstrated that when it comes to interactions with water, negatively charged rims have effectively a longer interaction radius to catch water hydrogens than positively charged rims in catching water oxygens. Therefore, the negatively charged pore rims can significantly increase the pore cross-sections. The observed phenomena can have numerous applications in water transport, desalination, and molecular separation.
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